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1. WHEREAS, the Student Government of the Associated Students of the University of

2. Wyoming (ASUW) is committed to the development of leadership on campus, and;

3. WHEREAS, the First Year Institute (FYI) is an enriching and educational program offered

4. for freshman students to engage with involvement opportunities through curriculum provided

5. by campus mentors, and;

6. WHEREAS, the budget through SLCE has been stretched thin due to the closure of the UW

7. Recreation Camp, thus hindering the full experience of FYI by restricting the program to

8. only one night, and;

9. WHEREAS, ASUW passed Senate Resolution #2359 in support of the Campus Leadership

10. Network, and;

11. WHEREAS, the balance of the ASUW Reserve is $422,891.19 which is $122,891.19 above

12. the ceiling, and;

13. WHEREAS, FYI provides the perfect opportunity to enable ASUW to launch the Leadership

14. Network program and its interaction with freshman students and campus mentors.

15. THEREFORE, be it enacted by the Student Senate of the Associated Students of the

16. University of Wyoming (ASUW), that $1739.00 be taken from the Reserve in support of the

17. First Year Institute.